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Opening Example:
A Smart Instrument

TextureCam
Automatically Identifies and Classifies Terrain

Machine Learning:
Letting the Data Guide You
Some Basic Tools

Machine Learning & Instrument Autonomy
Research Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Triage
Anomaly detection
Feature extraction
Event detection
Classification
Clustering
Regression
Active learning
Data mining

Statistical pattern recognition technologies
for automation and enhancement of
• In-situ sensing, analysis, and information
retrieval
• Archival analysis
• System health monitoring and diagnosis

When Do You Need
Machine Learning?

Machine Learning & Instrument Autonomy
Operational Scenarios
•

•

•

•

Data collection capability > data transmission capability
– Prioritize the most “interesting” or useful data for download
– Criteria for what data is “interesting” can be pre-defined, calculated
on the fly, or simply anomalous (or a mix)
Communications delay > required response time
– Autonomous decision making
– Identify triggers, which can be pre-defined or anomalous
– Plan and schedule an appropriate response, which can include
collecting more information and iterating
Data volume > available analysis time
– Identify uninteresting data (e.g., remove cloudy scenes)
– Identify targets of interest in the archive
– Identify anomalies in the archive
Data collection capability > data storage capability
– Requires real-time decisions about what part of the data to retain

Some Example Use Cases

Data Downlink Prioritization
Machine Learning Based Strategies
•

•
•

•

•

•

Identify the most interesting sub-sample of every sensor
measurement and transmit (e.g., a spectral instrument with 10k
spectral bands; pick the top 10 most informative and send those)
Identify specific targets and send all the data associated with those
targets
Summarize sensor measurements into high level concepts and send
those concepts (e.g., identify chemical signatures from spectral
measurements and send the chemical IDs only)
Identify anomalous measurements and send all the data associated
with those – this usually requires learning a model for what is
normal; usually this requires adaptation over time (due to sensor
drift, different operational scenario, etc.)
Combinations (e.g., send a sub-sample of every sensor
measurement, but when you detect a specific target or anomalous
signal, send all the data)
Need to adjust strategy based on communications paradigm (e.g.,
constant transmission, periodic, intermittent)

In-Situ Autonomy
Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Detection of targets or anomalies is done with the same techniques
as in downlink prioritization, but the follow-on is different
Detections inform further actions, which are coordinated via
autonomous planning and scheduling
Actions have costs (time, computation or bandwidth resources,
lifetime duty cycles)
Actions have constraints on how they can be sequenced
Follow-up measurements can be the goal or an intermediate step to
inform additional autonomous decision making
Allows for “agile” or “opportunistic” collection of information
Some mission concepts are only fully realized via this sort of
autonomy (e.g. comet flyby)

Large Volume Data Analysis
Machine Learning Based Strategies
• Identify observations that are useless for this particular
analysis and discard (e.g., obscuration of the target)
• If full analysis expensive, use low-cost surrogate & identify
which data likely to have low information content
• Target identification and anomaly detection as in other
contexts
• Leverage expert or user feedback (use expert labels of
interesting events to learn what matters)
• Utilize metadata and allow analysts to add metadata for
knowledge retention
• Scan data to find main trends, then further for subtle patterns

Very High Data Rate Analysis
Overview
•

A “data triage” problem that shares characteristics with downlink
prioritization and large volume data analysis

•

All operations need to be done at the speed of collection

•

Similar target identification and anomaly detection as in other cases,
but with extreme time constraints

•

Tradeoff space between detections and false alarms needs to be
closely examined

System Health Monitoring and Diagnosis
Overview
• Measurements are internal rather than derived from external
sensors
• Unexpected errors are expected due to the very large number
of possible interactions in complex systems
• Anomaly detection is often more important than predetermined
event detection
• Can be performed autonomously using planning and
scheduling methods to implement remedies
• Can be used to assist human operators or maintenance
workers
• Incorporate feedback from operators where possible
• Utilize metadata where possible (e.g., problem resolution
notes)

Past JPL ML Projects:
A brief tour

Example: GPS Time Series Anomaly Detection
Results for the M9.0 Tohoku-Oki
Earthquake, April 2011
March 11, 2011 0500 UTC

Before the rupture
Nominal states

March 11, 2011 0530 UTC

Rupture Initiation

QuakeSim 2.0 component
2012 NASA Software of the Year
March 11, 2011 0600 UTC

Propagation

March 11, 2011 0630 UTC

March 11, 2011 0700 UTC

March 13, 2011 1300 UTC

~1.5 hour timescale
propagation of
state changes

Rupture completion
Nominal states

Two days later
Growth of feature
near triple junction
(near Tokyo)

•
•
•

Web map interface via the QuakeSim science portal
Detection and localization of transient signals
Focuses attention on interesting geophysics

Green – no state change
Red – state changes in last hour
Yellow– state changes in last day
Blue – no data

Example: AEGIS: Autonomous Exploration for
Gathering Increased Science
•

Objective
– Perform in-situ science using onboard autonomy

•

Full Pancam View

Approach
– Intelligent targeting and data acquisition by
• analyzing images of the rover scene
• identifying high-priority science targets (e.g.,
rocks), and
• taking high quality data of these targets
completely autonomously with no ground
interaction required

•

Benefits
– Enables the collection of science data that would
otherwise not be possible (during or right after drives;
at different times of day)
– Gets data into the hands of scientists twice as fast (or
more) than traditional methods

•

Accomplishments
– Fully operational on MER and in continuous use
– 2011 NASA Software of the Year

AEGIS Autonomously
Delivers 13F Pancam image

Example: V-FASTR: Transient detection at the
VLBA
•

Objective
– Detect fast transient signals in radio telescopes

•

A transient signal

Benefits
– Automatic detection of intermittent pulsars, giant
pulses, black hole evaporation, and other
astrophysical phenomenon
– Ensure retention of scientifically interesting data
when the majority of data cannot be stored (an
operational requirement for the upcoming Square
Kilometer Array)

•

Approach
– Use a semi-supervised novelty detection algorithm
to identify anomalous signals
– Regularly inject synthetic pulses in a parallel data
stream to calibrate the system and adjust for signal
drift

•

Accomplishments
– Installed & operational @ Very Long Baseline Array
– Several transient detections of anomalous signals
since installation

Separating signals in the
parameter space

Specific Ideas:
Alarm Management

Alarm Triage & Simplification
Exploration Paths
•

Existing historical records of alarm chains and their outcomes?

•

If not, learning system can watch and learn a plant’s alarm behavior,
interacts with plant masters to learn what serious/benign looks like

•

Teaching a ML system typical alarm patterns helps recognize anomalous /
dangerous patterns (ML helps problem identify!)

•

Existing (obtained) data records can be mined for useful patterns.

•

Feature Selection: Identify which individual alarms are most key to
determine serious events. Directs operator attention to key observations.
Declutter.

•

Where a plant model exists, can interrogate model via simulations to learn
families of alarm patterns and detect new, unpredicted anomalies.

